Alt-Health: Sunscreen, Summer and Skin
Cancer
Every time I research a health topic, I uncover something that surprises the crap out of me. I assumed
that sunscreen protects us from the damaging effects of the sun. Turns out the opposite may be true —
cases of skin cancer have actually increased since its introduction to the general market.
The ancient Egyptians used plant extracts to protect against sun damage. Zinc oxide paste has
been applied to noses for thousands of years. But it wasn’t until the late 1920s that inventors
began producing synthetic commercial sunscreens. One of the first was invented in 1938 by Franz
Greiter, the man who also invented SPF (sun protection factor.) He called his formula “Glacier Cream.”
It had an SPF of 2.
In 1944, Benjamin Green gave us Red Vet Pet, a sticky and largely ineffectual substance that
was supplied to GIs in WWII. In 1950, Coppertone improved and reintroduced Red Vet Pet to the public
as Coppertone Girl and Bain de Soleil. The first Coppertone ads featured a 4-year-old girl with her lips
pursed in surprise as a cocker spaniel pulled her swimsuit down, revealing a pure white bottom in
contrast to a burnished brown tan. “Don’t be a paleface!” the ad teases. It promises “a magic ingredient
that screens out harmful burning sun rays.” People took this invitation at its word.
In 2011 the US Food and Drug Administration finally released standards for sunscreen labels. By now it
was known that sunscreen was not the protective panacea it had been heralded to be. In truth, those
advertising campaigns may have been responsible for many preventable cases of skin cancer. Here are
the facts: Damage from the sun is caused by UV rays. There are two different types — UVA and UVB.
The SPF of a sunscreen can be misleading — conventional sunscreens offer UVB protection against
sunburn, but they block very few of the UVA rays that increase the rate of melanoma and cause the
invisible damage that causes premature aging. A broad spectrum suncreen includes UVA blockers, but
it doesn’t offer 100% protection.
Scary facts:
• According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, sustaining five or more sunburns in youth increases
a person’s lifetime melanoma risk by 80%.
• The rate of new melanoma cases has tripled since the 1970s.
How is that possible? Shouldn’t the widespread use of sunscreen have slowed the rate, at least a little?
The problem with sunscreen is that when people use it, they spend more time in the sun.
Research shows that the higher the SPF, the safer people feel exposing themselves to dangerous
amounts of radiation. But even an SPF of 100 doesn’t provide an impenetrable shield. Sunscreen is a
viscous liquid that easily rubs or washes off of our sweaty summer skin. Even water resistant sunblock
needs to be applied repeatedly. Properly used, broad spectrum sunscreen can provide protection
against certain types of cancer, but it is surprising how few people use it as directed.
Odd facts:

• Outdoor workers report lower rates of melanoma than indoor workers.
• Cancer rates are higher in northern cities with less year-round UV intensity than in cities with tropical
sun.
Why? Studies have found that Vitamin D actually helps prevent skin cancer. Ironically, sunscreens often
block the Vitamin D producing rays, but allow the cancer causing rays through.
Here are the recommended rules of prevention:
• Don’t use sunscreen as an excuse to fry yourself.
• Pick a product with strong UVA protection.
• Cover up! Think big hats and diaphanous white clothing.
• Boycott tanning beds. They dramatically increase the risk of melanoma and premature aging.
• Avoid sunburn for yourself and especially protect children! Early life sunburns are worse.
• Get a healthy dose of vitamin D. This varies from 10 minutes a day for very fair skinned people to
20 minutes for people with darkest skin.
Remember: The skin you’re in is yours forever.
drbrilliantcliche.wordpress.com

Dr. Brilliant Cliche and The Granny Doctor:
Internet Creep

Dear Dr. Brilliant Cliché,
My 19-year-old daughter isn’t really into school, she’s attending because I want her to. Recently,

she met a 35-year-old man online who is from across the country. After two months she thinks she is
in love with him. They Skype and she has seen his son and says he is real cute and she loves him
too. The man claims he got custody of his child after the end of an abusive relationship with the mom.
My daughter wants to drop everything and move in with him.
So far, she has submitted to my ultimatum: “Over my dead body!” But I think that when she turns
20 she plans to leave. What can I do? She says they relate because he “doesn’t think like a 35-yearold.” This is what scares me — my daughter is not the most mature kid on the block. What if she goes?
He says his ex was the abusive one but it takes two to tango. What if she has kids? I don’t want to be
burdened taking care of her kids should it come to that.
HELP!
Fearful Mom,
Dear Mom,
Unfortunately, unless your daughter can be proven so mentally ill that she cannot be responsible for her
own decisions, there is little you can do. Despite her emotional immaturity, her age qualifies her as an
adult. Perhaps you could tell her, “You can go, but I have to move in with you too.” It often helps
children behave in school if a parent threatens to go in and sit behind them.
As far as any kids that your daughter may have, that’s a tough issue. What does one do with adult
children who have children of their own? I hope that this guy would step up to the plate, but statistically
it is unlikely. You should talk to your husband about what your plans are, when and if that should
happen. I would also talk to your daughter about a copper IUD; it is good for 10 years. It has a higher
risk of infertility than shorter methods, but it doesn’t require any maintenance. Talk to your daughter
and her physician about options. Preventative medicine is the best policy here.
Good luck,
Dr. Brilliant Cliché
Granny says: Your daughter is a fool, Mom. Let me relate a true story to you; this actually happened
to an airhead friend of mine.
Jude was a fanciful girl who smoked a lot of pot and tended to think in “cosmic” ways. She struck up
a correspondence on the internet with a guy in California who claimed to have his own ranch. He
understood her deepest thoughts. They felt the same way about the cosmos and about life and love.
He sent her pictures and made promises and she was so besotted that she packed up all her stuff
and drove across the country to be with him. When she got there, this smelly little gnome of a guy
greeted her at the end of a dirt road, where she followed him to his cabin. Thank god she had her own
car. It turns out the guy was a consummate liar and he was actually the caretaker for a large ranch
someone else owned. He’d lied about everything. The only reason they “understood each other so well”
was that they were both equally stoned and lacked a sense of concrete reality.
Here’s a message to your daughter, Mom: Anybody can say ANYTHING on the internet and make
it sound true. Nothing in their real life has to match the fantasy — not their age, their occupation or
even their gender. All they have to do is convince someone without any ambition or life plan to believe

them. If she’s lucky, your daughter will simply be let down. If she’s unlucky, she could end up dead.
Men will say anything to get what they want. They prey on young impressionable kids like your
daughter because no one else will fall for their crap. The internet is a perfect place to do this. Any 35year-old man who is picking up teens on the internet is a LOSER, no matter how you look at it.
As far as what you can do? I’d show your daughter this column. It may not open her eyes but I hope
to god it prompts her to ask a few more questions. Another idea — have your daughter ask the guy to
fly out and meet you and your husband. If he’s really serious, he’d welcome the chance to make his
intentions known to Mom and Dad. If he refuses, that picture speaks a thousand words.

Alt-Health: Allergies and Nutrition
Allergy season is here. You can tell by the blotchy green dust on your car, the sniggley, snitchy
sneezing, and your weeping eyes. Doctors recommend that you begin taking an allergy medication
right away and stay on it for the duration. Before you step blindly onto this unending treadmill, we’d
like to give you some information that your doctor probably didn’t.
First, symptoms begin when the seasonal pollen and mold counts go up … this much is obvious. But did
you know that those symptoms can then be increased dramatically by many factors other than pollen
and dust mold? Ask yourself the following questions:
• Do you spend hours by the pool seeking relief from the summer heat? Chlorine fumes can
irritate nasal passageways and increase congestion.
• Are you drinking to forget your allergies? Oops. Any kind of alcohol increases the blood flow to
your nasal membranes, making allergy symptoms worse.
• Are you using a humidifier to combat dry air? You are also providing an incubator for dust
mites, which thrive in moisture. Get rid of the humidifier and see if your symptoms improve.
• Do you notice that your symptoms increase after meals? Allergy sufferers often have antibodies
in their systems that cause them to overreact to specific foods. If you are allergic to ragweed, your
symptoms will worsen after eating bananas, melons, cucumber or zucchini. If your problem is with
tree pollen, apples, pears, peaches, hazelnuts, kiwi, carrots or celery will cause your symptoms to
accelerate. And this brings us to another important fact: The food that you eat can greatly lessen the
severity of allergy symptoms. Nutrition can be a powerful weapon against seasonal suffering.
• Histamine is the substance responsible for your itching, sneezing and watery eyes. Vitamin C
naturally lowers histamine levels and boosts allergy-fighting hormones in the adrenal glands. Try

taking 2,000 to 3,000 mg of vitamin C daily during allergy season. It works best taken in 500 mg doses
over the course of the day.
• Some scientists think the rise in allergies may be caused by a lack of bacteria in the gut,
ironically, due to cleaner living conditions. Probiotics can replenish those bacteria and some studies
show this reduces allergy symptoms. Probiotics occur naturally in fermented foods, such as yogurt and
kefir, or in much higher concentrations in supplement form.
* Drinking hot fluids breaks up congestion without shriveling up your nasal passages as
pseudoephedrine can. It’s a counterintuitive move in summer heat, but it works.
• Omega-3 fatty acids in fish and plant oils improve lung functioning in adults with asthma and
lessen allergy symptoms by strengthening the immune system overall.
The skeptics among you may ask, “Great. Nutrition can improve my symptoms. But why bother when I
can just take a freakin’ pill?” And you are right. Taking a pill is easier. But in addition to instant
temporary relief, you are getting some side effects you may not have been aware of. Here’s a few other
facts to consider:
• Medications that make you drowsy can also put your libido to sleep. Numerous people have
reported that when their allergy symptoms went away, so did their sex drive. Ya gotta weigh your
options.
• Those antihistamines that block your itching and sniffles are also sold as a sleep remedy one
aisle over, right next to the Unisom. They can have a decidedly dampening effect on your energy level.
For those of you who are prone to depression, this sedative effect can further sink your mood and
cause cognitive impairment in the bargain.
• Feeling jittery and snappish? Anxiety and mood swings can be triggered by decongestants and
other stimulant medications. Be careful about mixing caffeine with this stuff; it’s like swallowing
combustible rocket fuel. If you have anger management issues, just say no.
• Some nasal sprays contain ingredients that unpleasantly alter the taste of foods and affect your sense
of smell. If you are a chef with a drippy nose, you may want to reconsider your remedies.
Allergy symptoms are increasing every year, in part due to rising carbon dioxide levels, which affect
the pollen production of ragweed and other allergen-inducing plants. As climate changes continue
to evolve, allergies will probably worsen.
If we rely solely on medicines to alleviate our symptoms, we are going to need larger and more potent
doses as time goes on. The smarter choice may be to enact a preemptive strike and increase our
resistance to environmental allergens. In addition to the nutritional remedies suggested, acupuncture,
as well as herbal and homeopathic remedies, provide relief. Talk with a naturopathic physician or the
nutritional manager at your local health store. They always know more than the doctors do.
Personally, I am sick of supporting the pharmaceutical companies. I’d like to give someone else
a chance.

Dear Dr. Brilliant Cliché and Granny Doctor:
Just Busted

Dear Dr. Brilliant Cliché,
My son is 19 and was recently caught smoking marijuana. He’s not a juvenile delinquent — his grades
are good. The friends he smokes pot with are all otherwise good kids. My son has never previously been
a discipline problem and has an amiable nature. However, his mom went ballistic and gave him
ultimatums like, “If you see those friends again I’ll take the car away!” I am not sure that will help
anything since he is 19 and goes to school away from home. I know he sees them anyway. I also know
that no matter what we say he will smoke pot at school with his friends. I am at a loss as to what to do.
Concerned Dad
Dear Dad,
As this is an extremely common problem and ever growing, I asked nearly everyone I know if they had
any experience with this. I was surprised at how many did. Some of them just said, “So?” Most of them
responded with, “When my son was that age, he did,” or “When I was that age you should hear what I
did!” I would then get a long list of antisocial infarctions, sometimes from very respectable parents.
None of us want our kids to experiment with drugs. It puts them in potential danger. But in the big
scheme of things I’ve rarely met anyone who hasn’t done this and most of them don’t go on to
completely screw up their lives. It seems to me that overall you have a good kid. At 19 there is not much
you can do to control him, but it might be a good idea to have him get a job. I’d also encourage his
successes, let him know you love him, and be a good role model yourself. Ultimately, his success or
failure in life is up to him, not you.
I would avoid ultimatums because they just don’t work. I’d also make sure that you don’t miss his
successes because of his few negatives.
Dr. Brilliant Cliché

Granny says: To be honest, I can’t believe that in this day and age your wife flipped out like that. She
must have either lead a very sheltered existence or she wears a massive set of horse blinders.
Kids experiment. It is completely and utterly natural. I have watched many kids grow up over my
lifetime and there’s something that seems ironically true — the ones who appear to be the best kids
because they stick to the straight and narrow and listen to strict moms and dads are NEVER the ones
who do anything exciting or interesting with their lives. Everyone who has an innovative streak was a
headache for their parents.
On the other hand, I have seen kids who seemed to be exemplary in every way turn out to be repressed
as hell; they later exploded in dangerous ways. The prime example that comes to mind is a boy named
Chris from my home town. He was an honor student, a winning athlete, went to church with his mom
every week, and was all set for a good college at the end of high school with a National Merit
Scholarship. Except Chris never made it to college. One fine summer night, he took his mom out into
the fields behind their house, cut her into pieces with an axe, and put the body parts in a bag. He spent
the next 20 years in an insane asylum. He did, however, never smoke pot.
I seriously think that making a big deal out of this problem will have a negative rather than positive
effect. I wouldn’t show approval because there are some real dangers with pot, as with any drug,
especially for developing teens; but it’s absurd to treat him like a freakin’ criminal. Concerned Dad, tell
your wife to ease up on your son. If this is the biggest worry you ever have about him, consider yourself
blessed.

Alt-Health: Pandora’s Paradise
The legalization of cannabis is nearly upon us and it is a move that I both applaud and dread. If we lived
in a perfect world, with people who respected the properties and consequences of inebriates and used
them to enhance life rather than replace it, there would be no contest. However, we don’t — so let’s
look at the facts.
First, the plus side. I have no idea why every state has not already made medical marijuana legal. There
is enough clinical evidence to show that cannabis is highly effective in the treatment of
many conditions, and in chronic illness its health benefits in ratio to harmful side effects make it a far
less damaging choice for long-term use than pharmaceuticals. Medical marijuana research has also
refined its properties to a science. It is now known that the non-psychoactive cannabinoids found
in marijuana have medical properties as well as the THC components known to produce a high,
making it possible to treat conditions with fewer of the mind-altering effects associated with pot.
Medically regulated facilities dispense a product that has been reliably graded for every constituent.
When it comes to recreational use of pot, there are advantages as well. Let’s be honest — people
are always going to use recreational drugs, whatever the legalities. In a field that includes alcohol,

crack, OxyContin and heroin, pot is by far the lesser of the existing evils. People who over-indulge or
mix pot with drugs and alcohol are capable of causing damage both to themselves and to others, but no
one has ever died from an overdose of the drug itself.
However, I cringe when I think of the Pandora’s box that could be opened when marijuana
becomes generally legal. Why? Because responsible use is one thing, but people are greedy idiots.
Just as it did with cigarettes, Big Business is going to shove marketing campaigns and enticing new
products down our throats in order to make as much money as possible with no thought to the
consequences. And their greatest victims will be teens.
Teens have tuned out warnings about marijuana because the nay-sayers are usually
fundamentalist adults who rant that pot is a “gateway drug” that inevitably leads to ruin and damnation.
Since this is patently absurd, it’s easy to ignore the dangers, but they are real. Chronic pot use among
adolescents is far different than with adults. Teens are at a phase in life where they are developing the
coping skills that will serve them into adulthood. When the world is enveloped in a pleasant fog, you
neatly avoid the uncomfortable and anxiety-provoking feelings that a more direct look induces. You
never learn to cope with unpleasantries. As a result, teens who smoke pot on a daily basis are 60% less
likely to get a high school diploma or university degree and seven times more likely to attempt suicide
in early adulthood. Getting stoned with your buds on occasion is one thing, pretty much everyone does
it. But habitual daily use of pot before the age of 17 can handicap you for life.
So, I have a parting message to those who are still chronologically young: Don’t be an idiot. All of those
people who you are hanging out with and want to fit in with will be gone by the time you hit your 30s,
but you will still be stuck with the choices you made. Be responsible with marijuana. It’s a
powerful drug. It has the potential to do both great good and great harm. The choice is entirely up to
you.

Alt-Health: Fear of Yeast

When I began reading about the health effects of yeast, i.e.,
candida albicans, it was with an impersonal eye. I was intending to track down the latest research and
wrap up the facts in an entertaining manner, if such a thing is possible with yeast.
But as I continued, I found myself becoming emotionally involved. The problems that were caused
by candida overgrowth seemed to speak to me personally: fatigue, digestive disorders, difficulty

concentrating, mood swings … the lists went on and on. Autoimmune disorders, allergies, yeast
infections, a craving for carbs — I became convinced that yeast organisms were responsible for every
health problem I had and for some I never realized I had. They might be spreading through my body! I
began perusing the many herbal remedies available online, seeing them as my best hope of survival.
Then I noticed something: It seemed that no matter how I worded my Google search for scientific facts
on yeast and health, the first page invariably came up full of articles that sent me to online
companies selling alternative remedies and herbal cleanse products. Common sense checked my
panic and I decided to ferret out what medical science had to say about the candida phenomenon before
I pulled out my credit card and started ordering.
Doctors recognize that candida overgrowth is behind such problems as thrush and vaginal yeast
infections. They acknowledge that an overgrowth can be dangerous for those with HIV and
compromised immune systems. However, they are skeptical of the fervor being stirred up over candida
by the natural supplement market, and I can see their point. There are a lot of companies that stand to
make money off of the media-fueled anxiety. It’s been done before — create a condition that doesn’t
exist in order to sell products that will solve that problem. The goal is to create a demand for their
product, and in this case, someone is twisting a few of the facts to suit their own purposes. A sample
headline: “Candida overgrowth can be the root cause of literally hundreds of different problems in the
body! An estimated 90 percent of the population has a problem with candida overgrowth, and doesn’t
know it!!!”
This sounds incredibly alarming unless you know that fully 100% of us have yeast because it lives
in everyone’s body. It’s a natural presence there, like the bacteria in our intestines. Freaking out over it
is like panicking over the fact that we grow hair. The role that it plays in those long lists of ailments
is speculative to a great extent. Candida overgrowth certainly exacerbates health problems, but is
it actually causing the illnesses it accompanies?
In a healthy person, yeast levels stay in balance with the body’s operating system. When
conditions arise that send that system out of balance, such as the use of antibiotics, damage to the
immune system, stress or too much sugar, candida levels can get out of control. However, those yeast
cells didn’t start multiplying all by themselves; their proliferation comes after the fact. Yes, an
overgrowth of yeast is extremely unhealthy. But the only way to control candida in the long run is
through diet and lifestyle changes. If you get rid of yeast with herbal flushes but don’t fix the underlying
causes, it is just going to keep growing back. Of course, you’ll need more candida cleanse products. It
keeps the market going.
So, here’s some practical, and affordable, advice for those of you who have this problem and want
to take control.
1) Don’t feed the yeast. If you don’t feed it, it will starve and die off. Yeast loves sugar. Refined
carbs are sugar. Fruit is loaded with sugar. Alcohol is sugar. Sucks, doesn’t it? Also off limits are bread
and other yeasted foods, vinegar or mushrooms. These are often foods you crave the most, but here is
an encouraging fact: Multiplying yeast is probably CAUSING your food cravings. Those organisms
need to be fed. They clamor for food. You think you want sugar. You don’t. The yeast does. After the
yeast dies, it will stop calling for sugar. I strongly suggest you go online and research the details of the
candida diet to get the full picture.
2) Pau D’Arco is one of the cheapest and best remedies for candida overgrowth, but it’s not an herb

to be taken lightly. Pregnant or nursing women should not use it. It may have interactions with
other drugs you are taking. I suggest that before trying the tea or other products, you research the
company that makes them. The herb market is largely unregulated and some product samples tested
contain none of the herb’s active ingredient.
2) Are you taking oral contraceptives? If you get repeated yeast infections, stop. There are plenty of
alternatives to birth control pills. See your gyn.
4) If you take antibiotics, take probiotics afterward to cut those albicans invaders off at the pass and get
your intestinal flora back to normal. I have no idea why medical doctors don’t tell everyone this.
5) Take probiotics anyway. They make your GI tract a happier place to live.
6) Stop stressing over everything and do yoga or something. You’ll live longer.

Ask Dr. Brilliant Cliché and The Granny
Doctor: Jealousy and Love

Dear Dr. Brilliant Cliché,
I am not sure if this is a problem, but it does worry me a lot. My boyfriend never gets jealous over
me, not even the tiniest bit. I have never cheated on him but I’ve purposely flirted with other men to try
get a reaction from him, and nada. I finally asked him about it and he said he believes in free will. He
said he would be sad if I left him or if I cheated, but that it is my choice and I am free to go if that is
what I want. I don’t know why but this drives me a bit nuts. Maybe because it is so damn unromantic?
How can he possibly love me if he feels this way?
Perplexed
Dear Perplexed,
You aren’t asking him to love you. You are looking for him to reassure you. Isn’t a man who is
stable enough to be content with themselves, and yet still chooses to be with you, exactly the kind of
partner you would want? There is no agenda or ulterior motive here. Why would you want to be with
someone who doesn’t feel whole unless they are with you and professing undying love to you? That is
more like an antidepressant than a relationship.

Robin Williams in the movie Patch Adams said it best: “If you truly love someone you have to be able to
let them go.” What you want is just about you. You want him to soothe your insecurities. That is a recipe
for a dysfunctional roller coaster of a relationship. In my opinion, it is your boyfriend who
should rethink his relationship with you; you are not at the same level of having an equal and healthy
relationship. You are going to cheat on him someday when someone starts telling you what you want to
hear and you will mistakenly think that is real love.
I’ve heard people say you can’t choose love. It just hits you. There are many kinds of and many levels of
love. This chemistry stuff is the most superficial and temporary level. Territorial and possessive love are
both similar, as these are more about you than they are the other person. Trust, endurance,
communication, admiration and respect are all parts of the longer-lasting, deeper kind of love. What
differentiates them is that they are about the other person more than they are about
yourself. Perplexed, you have a rocky road ahead of you. I hope this helps shorten your journey.
Dr. Brilliant Cliché
Granny says: Wow, do I have a different take on this. I think that Perplexed has a rocky road ahead
of her if she listens to Dr. Brilliant’s advice. The negative assumptions he’s making about this poor
girl are waaaay off the charts. How the hell did the blasé boyfriend end up as the superior partner in
this equation?
I have had many boyfriends over my lifetime and nearly all have been jealous, to varying degrees.
It’s not a sign of neediness or dysfunction; in most cases, it’s the same way they’d feel about anything
that matters to them. They know that men are predatory jackasses and their hackles go up if
another male starts moving in on someone they care about. Married men feel this way about their
daughters’ suitors too.
However, the guy in my past who really stands out is not the jealous one, but rather the one who had an
attitude EXACTLY like Perplexed’s boyfriend. I thought that he was so bloody evolved. I really thought
his open-mindedness was a sign of emotional maturity. Ha! This guy turned out to be more neurotic and
messed up than all of the other men combined. He actually liked the idea that other guys were turned
on by me and saw it as elevating his status. Of course, he didn’t let me know that. He developed his
little “I want you to be free” rap so he could appear enlightened. Turns out he was a closet gay and
wasn’t possessive because I had no value to him other than as a means of keeping up a front.
Listen, any red-blooded male worth his salt is not going to like another man ogling the woman he loves
or coming on to her. It’s not because he “doesn’t feel whole unless he’s with her.” It’s because he knows
exactly how conniving and devious other guys are. Rampant, needy jealousy is a sign of trouble. But
some jealousy is a healthy sign that a man values his partner and wants to protect her. Any man who
pukes up the bland garbage that Perplexed’s boyfriend is spewing at her isn’t enlightened or mature.
He just doesn’t give a crap.

Alt-Health: A Little Peace of Land

As a little girl, I noticed that every time my mother got pissed
off at my dad, she would head out the back door, snarling to herself like a wet cat. An hour or so later
she would return, purring quietly under her breath as if nothing had happened. For a while I suspected
she had a bottle hidden out there, but after spying from an upstairs window I discovered what she was
up to; she’d been digging in the garden, probably picturing my father’s head with every stab of the
spade.
Mom was smarter than she realized. Those who are fond of gardening will tell you that there is a peace
to be found in those earthy, fertile furrows that can be found nowhere else outside of, perhaps, a child’s
sand box. Digging in the dirt has a near magical effect. It can lower blood pressure, relieve stress and
even speed recovery time in healing.
How can something as seemingly ordinary as gardening have such a profound effect on humans? OK,
this is going to blow your mind. Along with the more obvious reasons — the serenity, the beauty of
nature, blah, blah, blah — there is actually a microbe in the soil that mirrors the effect of drugs like
Prozac when inhaled or ingested, making people happier and more relaxed. Talk about universal
medicine! Mycobacterium vaccae is, literally, as common as dirt and it can stimulate serotonin
production just like the pharmaceuticals, without costing a cent. It would be fair to say that gardening
was the earliest form of psychiatric medicine.
In the 1800s, even science began to notice this effect. Dr. Benjamin Rush, considered by many to be the
father of modern psychiatry, was intrigued to find that clients with mental illness benefited immensely
from field labor in a farm setting. This discovery opened the door to a new approach to health — many
western hospitals began looking at horticulture as a means for treating patients with psychiatric and
developmental disabilities. Michigan State University offered the first degree in horticultural therapy in
the 1950s and Kansas State University followed in 1972, creating a program that trained students in
both psychology and horticulture.
There is an eerie resemblance between the act of gardening and meditation. One reason that tilling the
soil may be so successful at stress reduction is that it bypasses the analytical processes of the mind,
putting people into a near trance-like state. Studies are currently underway to follow research subjects
who submit themselves to a combination of gardening activity and MRIs over a period of months.
Preliminary findings show that gardening may have a more profound effect on brain activity than we
ever imagined.
The health benefits of greenery do not stop at the head. In 1984, Roger S. Ulrich, a pioneer in the field

of therapeutic environments at Texas A&M University, found that patients who viewed landscapes from
their beds had less anxiety, needed less pain medication, and were released a day earlier than patients
looking out onto brick walls. At NYU Langone Medical Center’s Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation
Medicine, a therapy garden is used to help patients regain mobility after surgery or a stroke. Harvard
naturalist and Pulitzer Prize winner Edward O. Wilson goes so far as to say that nature holds the key to
human health. It is something we too often forget, encased as we are in concrete and glass, staring
down at our devices — we are part of the natural world. If we can connect to it, Mother Earth can help
restore us.
The garden keeps on giving. There is nothing more satisfying, or healing, than cultivating and
consuming your own herbs and vegetables. Communing with nature and growing fresh organic foods
can be as rejuvenating as a week at the spa. Dr. Marcy Feibelman, president of the RI Association of
Naturopathic Physicians (RIANP), believes that “food is medicine. Treating the whole person is an
important part of our philosophy.” There is even a link at RIANP.org with tips for starting your own
garden. Just click on the Food as Medicine tab.
While you are at the website, use the link on the main page to contact your local representative and
senator in support of House bill H5380 and Senate bill S0331. This important legislative move,
currently under discussion, would allow the licensing of naturopathic physicians in RI and open the door
for a better quality of natural medicine in our state, along with increased opportunities for job growth
and economic development.
A final note: According to a survey by Gardeners’ World magazine, 80% of gardeners reported being
happy and satisfied with their lives, compared to 67% of non-gardeners. If you are looking for a natural
and affordable way to improve the quality of your life, you couldn’t make a better choice than
gardening.

Ask Dr. Brilliant Cliche and the Granny Doctor:
Why Can’t I Find a Guy Like Dear Old Dad?
Dear Dr. Brilliant Cliché;
I am having terrible luck with relationships and I don’t understand why. I have heard that girls usually
look for someone who resembles their father and this is why so many women from dysfunctional
families with lousy dads end up in abusive relationships.
But my own father was wonderful! He always made me feel loved and special and listened when I was
having problems. You would think I would be attracted to similar guys, right? Wrong.
Just about every guy I’ve gone out with seems as wonderful as my father at first. But the minute I start
trusting them and feel close, they start taking me for granted…or just start running after someone else.

What is the deal? Why am I getting the same abusive jerks that girls with awful dads are instead of
someone nice like my own father?
– Daddy’s Girl
Dear DG,
People who come from opposite backgrounds often get the same results on a functional level. Those
who are treated poorly expect to be treated poorly so they don’t run from dysfunctional people as they
should. People who are treated well expect to be treated well and don’t believe that men could be so
insincere — so they don’t run either. Misinterpreting the intent of others can get you into trouble.
You probably give people the benefit of the doubt and rationalize, or make excuses for their behavior.
You just can’t fathom how someone can be uncaring, mean or disrespectful behind a polite facade.
Unfortunately, as I have seen over and over, they most certainly can. Many people are douchebags, and
25% of people are mentally ill. You need to be more aware and figure out how to read people for who
they are rather than what you expect them to be, or your life will be of poor quality and your
relationships will fail. Behavioral economics research has shown that humans are not altruistic by
nature. People behave well when others are watching, but very differently if they think they are not
seen.
Not all people are two-faced. Those who’ve experienced good role modeling and have made an
investment in themselves can be genuinely nice. The quality of your life is dependent on the character,
and skill sets, of those you surround yourself with. You have to learn how to gauge good qualities in
others. Watch for a mismatch between what people say and what they do. Watch not only how they
treat you, but how they treat those they aren’t expecting to get anything from. Kids learn through role
modeling, so what kind of parents did a prospective mate learn from? Is there love and respect in their
relationship?
Don’t give up but also don’t allow anyone to treat you disrespectfully,
– Dr. Brilliant Cliché
Granny says: I’d like to know how old Daddy’s Girl is. An unfortunate fact of life is that teenaged girls
are, for the most part, unbelievable idiots when it comes to men. Most of them are extremely selfinvolved and want to believe that they are special in some way. All a man has to do is lay on the
compliments and apply some well-paced foreplay…the teen girl turns into silly putty. The only girls who
seem to manage to escape this “idiot” phase are the ones who are so engrossed in studies of some sort,
be it music, gymnastics or science fairs. They can be oblivious to the social whirl around them. Oh, and
teen girls who are locked in cages. They can avoid men altogether. But that only lasts as long as the
cage is locked.
If I were to give DG any advice it would be this: Men are liars. They don’t necessarily mean to be, and
don’t necessarily see what they are doing as lying. But they KNOW that women want to be special and
they know they, the man, are only after sex … and they play the game anyway. This doesn’t make them
bad. It just makes them dangerous to listen to. So the next time a man opens his mouth, don’t swallow
every line whole and ask for more. Act skeptical. Pull out your device and ask him to wait a minute
while you Google his dating history. Tell him you have a concrete rule: No fooling around until he’s met
your mother and you’ve taken him to your volunteer nursing home job to see if the old ladies like him. If

he has a sense of humor and is genuinely interested, this will be an amusing challenge. If he’s an
asshole, he’ll make some disparaging remark about your character, and women in general, and stomp
off in a snit. Either way, it’s a lot more fun for you than getting duped by another asshole.
– The Granny Doctor

Alt-Health: Falling — The Great Equalizer

After watching Madonna fall backward off of the stage at the recent
British Music Awards, I got to thinking. The old slip and fall is a great equalizer. It dumps us all
indecorously upon our asses, celebrities and common folk alike. With the Motif Music Award Nominees
issue upon us, I was curious to see just how many musicians have fallen at award ceremonies and
performances over the years. There are entire websites devoted to this subject, a sign of how many of
us enjoy watching the mighty fall.
Destiny’s Child seems to be cursed by the Slip and Fall gods — Michelle Williams toppled on the stage
in 2004 and Beyonce has taken some dives that could have turned a lesser person into a paraplegic. To
her credit, she just kept on singing. In 2008, Joe Jonas slipped on glass, cut his hand and bled all over
the stage. He made it look hot. Taylor Swift fell during a concert in 2010 and Justin Bieber has been
slipping on stairs since 2009, once breaking his ankle. At the 2014 VMA awards, Iggy Azalea, Australian
rapper, was twerking her impressive behind at the camera, a move that everyone appreciated, until she
fell off the stage backward. The list of fallen idols includes Jennifer Lopez, Shakira, Drake, Katy Perry
(who somehow managed to slip five times on the ruins of a giant cake), Demi Lovato and Rihanna. One
Direction lost their direction on at least five occasions, but except for Pink, who landed in the audience
during a 2010 performance and swore like a sailor, and Stephen Tyler, who nearly broke his neck in
2009, for the most part the pros can take a lickin’ and keep on tickin’. When Lady Gaga fell over a piano
bench in 2011 she didn’t miss a beat. You’d almost think she planned it.

But what about the rest of us? When the cameras aren’t rolling and the world isn’t watching, how easy
is it for us to get up and walk away unscathed? I went online to look for some statistics and was startled
at what I found. The pratfall may be a hallmark of slapstick comedy, but for most people, it’s not so
funny. Fully 50% of all accidental deaths at home are due to falls and about 25% of people experience
an injury after falling including lacerations, hip fractures or head traumas.
This has been a particularly icy winter. I recently had a slip and fall myself down a couple of concrete
stairs, landing flat on my ass. I had to go for x-rays and while waiting around the ER for a couple of
hours, I took advantage of the amiable nurses and asked some questions. Each year, over 8 million
emergency room visits are due to slips, trips and falls. Falls are the most common cause of traumatic
brain injuries. We have all laughed at the expense of the elderly actress in the Emergency Alert
commercials who croaks, “I’ve fallen and I can’t get up!” But it is no laughing matter. Every year, 33%
of people over the age of 65 will experience a fall. Fifty percent of all elderly adults who are hospitalized
for a fall will be unable to return to home.
There is a depressing number celebrities who have actually died while performing. Comedian Dick
Shawn, who is best known for his screen stage role as Hitler in Mel Brook’s movie, The Producers,
collapsed during his comedy act and lay on the stage for five minutes before the audience realized it
wasn’t part of his act. Doctors later said he died while fans were laughingly suggesting that someone
steal his wallet. And not one, but TWO actors, Renato Di Paolo and Tiago Klimeck, accidentally
strangled themselves during hanging scenes while portraying Judas in a Passion of Christ play. I am not
sure if this is a commentary on Christianity or simply a matter of two actors who got a little too much
into their roles.
What can we do to keep ourselves from becoming a statistic? Well, first of all, I do not recommend
simultaneously singing and moonwalking anywhere near stairs or the edge of a stage. However, it may
surprise you to know that most people who fall do so on level ground, not from elevated areas. So my
next advice might be to watch where the hell you are going and stop staring at your mobile devices. And
don’t forget to tie your high tops, no matter how cool it may look to leave the laces undone.
Awareness is the best form of prevention. But as I watch Madonna do that back flip over and over again,
I have to admit — a lack of awareness sure is funnier on YouTube.

